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Here’s an experience for you to try anytime in the few days prior to the

full moon. Or, feel free to muse with the moon to create your own:

Ensure that your Moon Water bowl is outside (or on a windowsill

if it’s cold out) to collect the vibrations of moon and starlight; a simple

gesture that honors nature and aligns you with this moon cycle and

produces water that can be used for cleansing and transmutation

rituals.

Step out with bare feet under the light of the full moon near your

Moon Water dish. If for whatever reason this is impossible you can do a

shamanic journey to the moon, or simply close your eyes and imagine

it, with the moon water dish on your windowsill. Sense the starlight and

moonlight pouring into this water. Smell (or imagine smelling) the

evening scents. Also, listen to nature’s sounds. If you’re in a city, focus

on the natural world that’s still there — trees, air, and sky. Try to listen

and sense beneath the human sounds, knowing the spirit of the Earth is



vast beyond human activity. Feel the power of the moon gatherings that

have come before us, those conducted by all of our ancestors, and of

people who celebrate each full moon across our planet now.

With your feet firmly planted on the Earth, offer a heartfelt hello

and now look at (or imagine gazing at) the moon. Notice all that you see,

and, notice how you feel in gazing at her. Take some time.

Now, speak from the heart. Tell the living being of the moon

what’s happening for you, what you fear or desire, what makes you

happy or sad. Take some time to get in touch with your feelings, let

them come to the surface, the moon as your witness. If there’s

something that’s been lurking, allow it space and breathe with it. Don’t

judge what you feel. Simple allowing is magical, and nature recognizes

authenticity. Just be you.

Note if something has surfaced that you need to consider more

intently later. Trust your instincts and feelings; be honest by the light of

this moon, which illumines what we normally can’t or don’t want to see.

Now, take a moment to touch in with the power of this night, the

felt sense of the mystery that is you, and also beyond “you”. It may not

be nameable; you may barely have a sense of it. Yet, it’s there. The deep

power of nature surrounds you; experience it. You may know it when

you feel afraid. In this instance, may want to ask yourself:

“What is hiding?”



“What do I feel?”

Shadow places can be scary. Looking at beliefs that no longer

work for us can feel threatening. Think of the moon as a healing force

giving you the confidence to look squarely at these places.  Everything

is aglow. As we look, we may ask the moon, master of fruition:

“Are there feelings to feel? What is ripe, what is calling from the

shadows? What needs to be brought to light? What needs to come to

fruition within me?”

Try not to turn your back on your feelings or get mentally busy to

forget about them. Instead, breathe deeply with whatever you feel.

By the light of this moon, open your heart. Give mystery a place in

our world again.

Keep breathing and get to know the texture of power and

mystery, fan the fire of mystery that lives in you.

When you feel complete, thank the moon and spend some time

gazing into the bowl of moon water. Say, “yes” to water, trees, land,

nature beings, and the deep wild mystery of nature, and us. The water

will hear you and energize your wish.

Then, say “Thank you, Moon! Thank you, Earth! Thank you, Water!”

As our ancestors have for centuries, you may like to drum, dance,

or move your body in ways that express and integrate the feelings that

are moving through you, coinciding with the heightened energies of the



full moon. Move for the trees. Move for the waters. Move for the

animals. Move for your ancestors. Move for those who cannot move

their own bodies. Move for humans and move for trees and animals.

Move for the future children of humans, trees, and animals. Honor all of

nature — as well as people. Believe that your movement and rhythms

are vibrations and prayer — that radiate energy and goodness far and

wide to every part of the Earth, as well as to the invisible realms

including those beings which exist beyond our time and space.

Keep your moon water out until the day of the full moon. Then collect it

to use for ceremony or the other suggestions above.


